
SYMPTOMSAPPLIES TO

All 2002 - Later Tech Tips • Business Process or Policy Updates
• Literature Updates or Corrections

The Tech Service communication "Tech Tips" has recently undergone a format change. You will
notice that all Tech Tips moving forward will have a new look. But this change is more than cos-
metic; and, will eventually include ALL Tech Tips back to the summer of 2002.

In this Tech Tip we will discuss some of these changes and how they can help you in the Service
and Part departments.

At the top of every Tech Tip you will see two or three icons.The icon in the upper left-hand corner
indicates the manufacture. The "System" icon in the upper right-hand corner of the document
will indicate the general subject that will be addressed in the Tech Tip. This Tech Tip is "Other"
because it doesn't apply to a specific platform or system. Here are the system icons under which
all Tech Tip's will be categorized.

System Icons

Figure 1. Chassis

Figure 2. Electrical

Figure 3. Engine
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Figure 4. Primary Drive

Figure 5. Secondary Drive

Figure 6.Transmission

Figure 7. Other

Every Tech Tip will fit into one of these categories. If you print Tech Tip's and put them in a
binder, the system icons could be a great way to organize the documents according to the systems
they talk about.

Searching Tech Tips
The real benefit of the change though, is the increased ability to search the new Tech Tips. Im-
bedded in every new style Tech Tip is other information like the Platform and Model Years. You
can see in the tables at the top of the document all of the Years and Platforms that the Tech Tip
applies to.
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In addition to the applicable Models and Model Years, the table at the top of the TT will include
one or more symptoms that most accurately describe the condition.

Below is a list of the symptoms under which all Tech Tips will be listed:
Issue/Symptom

• Drivability / Performance Concerns

• Abnormal or Erratic Mechanical Operation

• Abnormal or Excessive Sound

• Oil Pressure and Circulation Concerns

• Excessive Oil Consumption

• Fluid / Oil Leaks

• Abnormal Vibration

• Abnormal Handling Characteristics

• Intermittent or Erratic Electrical Operation

• Part Availability, Installation, and Fitment Updates

• Performance Modifications and Part Information

• Business Processes and Policy Updates

• Cosmetic Information

• Literature Updates and Corrections

• Recall / Product Program / Extended Warranty

Searching a word or phrase on the Service Document Viewer will bring up all of the documents
that contain those words and phrases. Below is an example of a search for "sportster dead battery".
I selected "Tech Tips" for the Document Type and you can see that the search retrieved two
Tech Tips that used those words.You may want to select "All Service Documents" in the Document
Type for a broader search.
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Figure 8. h-dnet
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